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Repro 80/90 rear sight in development
October 24 2009 at 2:15 PM

 Garvin  (Premier Login Garvin2)
 Owner

Here are some pics of a couple of reproduction rear sights currently being made by a skilled former engineer in the north of England. The two "in the white" are the repro bases and the blued one is an original. 
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 Garvin
 (Premier Login Garvin2)

 Owner

Repro sight in development - latest pic October 31 2009, 1:42 AM 

The project is progressing nicely. Our talented friend says drilling the holes in the end of the ramp was tricky. They are very close together, making it easy for the drill to break through between them.
Fortunately he avoided this particular pitfall and will attempt the adjustable windage blocks next. 
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 Garvin
 (Premier Login Garvin2)

 Owner

Repro rear sight - nearing completion November 15 2009, 1:12 AM 

The windage blocks are now complete and working. Apart from the elevation adjustment, polishing and blueing, the new rear sight is nearly finished. 
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 Garvin
 (Premier Login Garvin2)

 Owner

Repro rear sight - job done! November 18 2009, 10:47 AM 

The sights are now complete and in the white. A really superb effort from a master craftsman. 
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Barry
 (Login Barryi)

Well done that man November 19 2009, 2:03 AM 

What a brilliant job and so well worth doing. 
 So there may be hope for those who have an 80/90 but no open sights?? 

 
I confess that by coincidence I was almost in the market for just such an item up until yesterday. I am lucky enough to have two Mod 80s and decided to mount a scope on one. Off came the open
sight and on went the scope. This was a few months ago. Three weeks ago I went looking for the sight I had removed. Shock horror I could not find it. Turned the house up side down but no luck. It
started to cost me sleep. How the hell was I going to tell Garvin that I had lost the Holy Grail of Falke collectors? 

 Then last night I was sat in the lounge and it suddenly hit me. 
 I ran down stairs to my den/computer room/laundry/tip and found the box that had had the scope mounts in. And there inside neatly wrapped in an oily clothe was the Falke 80 rear sight. And yes I

kissed it and then wiped it with the rag. Until that moment I had talked myself in to thinking that I had thrown it out in error during one of my not too frequent junk purges. Soon after my wife came
home and she commented on the grin on my face. I tried to explain why but it was lost on her. 

 Slept well last night. 
 Barry 
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 Garvin
 (Premier Login Garvin2)

 Owner

Repro rear sight polished and blued December 20 2009, 3:19 PM 

A final pic of one of the reproduction rear sights, now fully blued, alongside the original sight. 
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 Trevor
 (Login tca)

Michaelangelo could not have done better! August 11 2016, 10:28 PM 

Superb.
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